Post-Test Analysis

What grade do you think you made on this exam? Later see if that is consistent with what you received.

A  B  C  D  F

How much time did you spend preparing for this test?
_____ None  _____ ½ hour or less  _____ about an hour  _____ about 2 hours
_____ more than 2 hours  _____ more than 4 hours  _____ more than 6 hours

Approximately what percentage of the assigned reading did you read?
_____ Zero  _____ 100%  _____ What other percent? Write in the percentage.

What parts of the textbook did you use to prepare?
_____ Chapter headings  _____ Exercises  _____ Key Points
_____ Follow-up Activities  _____ Tables/graphs

Did you use your notes to study for the test? (mark all that apply)
_____ Yes  _____ I don’t have any notes.
_____ I have notes but I did not review them before the test
_____ I borrowed notes from someone else and reviewed them.

Did you review the handouts given in class before the test? (mark all that apply)
_____ Yes  _____ I don’t have any handouts.
_____ I have the handouts but I did not review them before the test
_____ I borrowed the handouts from someone else and reviewed them.
_____ I went to the website and downloaded some of the handouts there as well.

Did you utilize any of the additional resources that the professor recommended?
_____ Yes  _____ No additional resources were recommended.
_____ I did not utilize the resources that were recommended.

Before the test did you: (mark all that apply)
_____ Read through each portion of the test as you got it?
_____ Set a time budget for yourself?
_____ Did you jot an outline for essay questions?
The objective portion of the exam was:
For the multiple choice: _____ too difficult _____ too easy _____ Just right in difficulty
For the True/False: _____ too difficult _____ too easy _____ Just right in difficulty

The short answer portion of the exam was:
_____ too difficult _____ too easy _____ Just right in difficulty

The essay portion of the exam was:
_____ too difficult _____ too easy _____ Just right in difficulty

Are there any patterns in the types of questions that you tended to miss?

Did you study with a group of people?
_____ No _____ Yes, one other person
_____ Yes more than one other person at the same time.

Did everyone participate and contribute to the study group?
_____ Yes _____ No If no, who did not contribute? ____________________________

If you studied with someone else, how many hours did you study with someone else? _____

What study techniques did you use to study for this exam? (mark all that apply)

_____ I consolidated my notes with my textbook notes.
_____ I re-read the book chapters.
_____ I re-read my class notes.
_____ I made up questions and tried to answer them and then reviewed what I did not know.
_____ I developed study aids consistent with my learning preference.
_____ I created a 5-day study plan and followed the schedule that I set. (If you did not follow the schedule, you did not really use a 5-day plan)
_____ other, explain what you did below